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Abstract 
Bicycle sharing scheduling is a complex mathematical optimization problem, 
and it is challenging to design a general algorithm to solve it well due to the 
uncertainty of its influencing factors. This paper creatively establishes a new 
mathematical model to determine the appropriate number of vehicles to be 
placed at each placement point by calculating the traffic weights of the place-
ment points and optimizes the hyperparameters in the algorithm by adaptive 
quantum genetic algorithm, and at the same time combines the network flow 
algorithm in graph theory to calculate the most suitable scheduling scheme 
for shared bicycles by establishing the minimum cost maximum flow net-
work. Through experimental validation, the network flow-based algorithm 
proposed in this paper allows for a more convenient calculation of the daily 
bike-sharing scheduling scheme compared to previous algorithms. An adap-
tive quantum genetic algorithm optimizes the hyperparameters appearing in 
the algorithm. The experimental results show that the algorithm achieves 
good results as the transportation cost is only 1/15th of the GA algorithm and 
1/9th of the QGA algorithm. 
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1. Introduction 

Multicast allows the information transmitted from a single point to multiple 
points in networks. Compared with the traditional unicast and broadcast me-
thods, multicast dramatically improves transmission efficiency. Multicast tech-
nology can provide critical technical support for most services, such as distance 
learning, video on demand, data distribution in the data center, etc. [1]. 
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Shared mobility has proliferated in recent years due to the rise of the sharing 
economy and growing environmental, energy and economic concerns. Among 
the various forms of shared-use cell phones, public bike-sharing systems [1] [2] 
have become increasingly popular, with data indicating that over 500 bike-sharing 
programs are operating in at least 49 countries with a total of 1 million bicycles. 
As the number of bicycles increases, bicycle-sharing systems usually experience 
an imbalance between “oversupply” and “oversupply”, with the number of rented 
bicycles consistently higher or lower than the number of returned bicycles with-
in a certain period and recurring in a particular time cycle depending on holi-
days or weather factors. The “tidal wave phenomenon” is a typical pattern in the 
design and operation of bicycle-sharing systems. In some remote areas of cities 
with low land use, the same demand trend, full travel time, and high and fre-
quent fluctuations in demand for vehicles in a short period are the main reasons 
for forming the tidal phenomenon. 

The current approach to the “tidal wave problem” is a bike-sharing rebalanc-
ing algorithm [3], which uses additional vehicles to reallocate shared bicycles 
to minimize the total cost of ownership, improve the flow of public bicycles 
through efficient and low-cost bicycle dispatching, reduce over-saturation and 
over-loading, and meet the demand promptly. The bicycle-sharing rebalancing 
algorithm uses a static bicycle rebalancing algorithm, which is a method to re-
balance the supply and demand of bicycles. The bike-sharing rebalancing algo-
rithm uses a static optimization method, a particular commodity pickup and de-
livery capacity of the vehicle routing problem, by setting a mixed-integer linear 
programming formula and setting constraints on the formula to solve the vehicle 
routing problem and transportation problem. The system is typically statically 
balanced by reallocating the number of vehicles and distributing them according 
to the demand in each area when the system is shut down or when the usage is 
low, such as at night. Since the “tidal phenomenon” occurs at multiple times of 
the day, the long-period static balancing obviously cannot effectively solve the 
“tidal phenomenon” [4], which increases the uneven distribution of vehicles and 
idle rate, reduces the effective use of bicycles, and also It also increases the diffi-
culty and timeliness of bicycle deployment between regions. The demand for the 
redistribution of shared bicycles in each region will be predicted based on the 
customer demand in the customer network and the time factors such as holidays 
and working days as references. Such a model lacks stability, and it is challeng-
ing to make corresponding processing according to the changes in the environ-
ment, and the self-adaptability is relatively poor. 

In recent years, many scholars at home and abroad have conducted in-depth 
researches on bike-sharing scheduling strategies. The demand estimation of bi-
cycle sharing includes the location estimation of popular areas and the frequency 
estimation of each popular area. Based on the bicycle demand estimation, the 
bicycle sharing area and the number of bicycles placed in each area are deter-
mined [5] [6]. The prediction of shared bicycle parking includes predicting the 
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location of shared bicycle parking areas and the prediction of the number of bi-
cycles in each parking area. Most of the existing studies on predicting bicycle use 
and parking frequency are based on historical record data. Alvarez-Valdez et al. 
proposed the IPPI algorithm [7], which predicts the frequency of bicycle use and 
parking through a non-flush Poisson process, and predicts the ratio of bicycle 
use and parking based on historical records; Chen et al. proposed the HM algo-
rithm, which uses the historical record data with bicycle demand as the pre-
dicted values of bicycle use and parking [7]. Chen et al. proposed the HM algo-
rithm, which uses the historical records of car demand as the predicted values of 
car use and parking frequency [8]. In addition, some models consider multiple 
influencing factors to improve the prediction accuracy of car use and parking 
frequency; for example, the MSI algorithm proposed by Li et al. considers the 
similarity of weather, temperature, wind speed and time [9], and the likelihood 
function is the multiplication of these three similarities, but the weights of these 
factors are not studied; the MSEWfc algorithm proposed by Liu et al. uses a hy-
brid Gaussian algorithm to forecast demand by taking the same weights for dif-
ferent factors affecting demand forecasting [10]. The above studies on bicycle 
demand and parking prediction can improve the frequency of use and parking 
prediction accuracy, but they all lack real-time and more accurate demand and 
parking prediction. By introducing the network flow algorithm, this paper can 
minimize the overall bicycle dispatching cost on the one hand, and provide the 
actual dispatching solution conveniently on the other, which can be said to sup-
plement the gap of the existing bicycle dispatching solution. 

There is competition when there are too many requests for bike-sharing parking 
services, and with the number of constraints between vehicles and parking points, 
the different order of processing requests makes the allocation effect vary, re-
sulting in different total distance costs. More than one optimization objective in 
the parking point allocation problem requires a multiobjective optimization al-
gorithm [11]. The genetic algorithm belongs to the random search class of algo-
rithms, which is easy to fall into the local optimum in practical applications, so it 
needs to be improved. The literature [12] proposed an adaptive quantum re-
volving gate update approach to change population evolution, thus improving 
the global search capability of the algorithm. The literature [13] proposed a ge-
netic algorithm incorporating a greedy algorithm in storage vehicle scheduling 
optimization, which makes crossover and variation more flexible to use and ef-
fectively improves the scheduling efficiency of the algorithm. The literature [14] 
added a neural network to the traditional sliding film control method and used 
Lyapunov functions to derive an adaptive law for the neural network weights, 
which improved the accuracy of the original method to a certain extent. In the 
literature [15], a new prototype of an intelligent parking system was proposed, 
and a genetic algorithm was used to solve the parking lot vehicle scheduling 
problem. The objective of the literature [16] is to minimize the sum of weighted 
flow and inventory cost. The above literature has optimized the genetic algorithm 
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according to their tasks’ characteristics, but there is a lack of adaptive adjust-
ment solutions for the single-vehicle scheduling task. In order to solve the model 
effectively, this paper proposes an adaptive quantum genetic algorithm-based 
optimization of the network flow single-vehicle scheduling algorithm for the 
single-vehicle scheduling task. 

2. Problem Formulation 

Although most current bicycles are dockless, each bicycle company still selects 
several points with high traffic flow as bicycle drop-off points. After a period of 
operation, the points where the current number of bicycles is stored more can be 
easily classified through the background data, and we stipulate that such points 
are called bicycle drop-off points. 

To simplify the study, this paper stipulates that the required solution to the 
bicycle scheduling problem is described as follows: given W bicycle drop-off points 
Wi, the bicycle drop-off company drops shared bicycles to W bicycle drop-off 
points, and the initial number of bicycles dropped at each drop-off point is 
known. The number of existing bikes at each drop-off point Wi is Num[i], the 
number of bikes passing this drop-off point on the previous day is Num_Pre[i], 
and the number of bikes passing this drop-off point on the current day is 
Num_by[i], and the best number of bikes to be dropped at each drop-off point 
Wi is Best[i], and the scheduling scheme of bikes between drop-off points are 
given. The format is Wi => Wj, which are the drop point to be transferred, the 
drop point to receive the transfer, and the number of transferred vehicles, re-
spectively. 

3. Algorithm Description 
3.1. Algorithm Flow 

The whole algorithm includes three parts: the rotation angle adaptive adjust-
ment mechanism, the multi-operator synergy mutation mechanism, and the 
population fitness evaluation. The overall algorithm flow can be described, as 
shown in Figure 1. 

3.2. Rotation Angle Adaptive Adjustment Mechanism 

The method of population update in this algorithm uses a quantum revolving 
door update strategy [17]. Its update matrix can be expressed as follows. 

( ) ( )
( ) ( )

cos sin
sin cos

i ii i

i ii i

α αθ θ
β βθ θ

 −   
=     

   

′

′
                   (1) 

In Equation (1), ( ),i iα β  is the i-th qubit in the chromosome and iθ  is a 
rotation angle. The adaptive adjustment mechanism modifies the rotation an-
gle of individual evolution according to the fitness of different individuals. The 
rotation angle lookup table [18] [19] [20] used in this algorithm is shown in Ta-
ble 1. 
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Figure 1. The flow chart for the AM-QGA. 
 
Table 1. Rotation angle step lookup table. 

j
ix  ib  j

iθ∆  
( ),j j

i iS α β  

0j j
i iα β >  0j j

i iα β <  0j
iα =  0j

iβ =  

0 0 1 0jθ =  - - - - 

0 0 2 0jθ =  - - - - 

0 1 3 0jθ =  +1 −1 0 ±1 

0 1 4 0jθ =  −1 +1 ±1 0 

1 0 5 0jθ =  −1 +1 ±1 0 

1 0 6 0jθ =  +1 −1 0 ±1 

1 1 7 0jθ =  - - - - 

1 1 8 0jθ =  - - - - 
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In Table 1, f(x) represents the fitness value of the individual x, j
ix  represents 

the i-th position of the j-th individual, represents the i-th position of the optimal 
individual in the current population, and ( ),j j

i iS α β  represents the rotation 
angle in the polar coordinates. jθ  is the rotation angle step used by the j-th in-
dividual [21]. Its definition is as follows. 

( )min
2 1 1 max min

max min

1 max min

,

,

j
j

f f
K K K f f

f f
K f f

θ
−

⋅ − + ≠= −
 =

               (2) 

In the current population, the i-th evolutionary rotation angle step and rota-
tion direction of the j-th individual can be calculated by Equation (3).  

( ),j j j j
i i iSθ θ α β∆ = ⋅                         (3) 

3.3. Fitness Function Design 

In order to calculate the optimal number of shared bicycles that should be placed 
at each bicycle placement point, this paper sets the calculation factor of the flow 
rate at the placement point, and the calculation factor of the existing bicycles es-
tablishes a bicycle scheduling evaluation model evaluated by the variance of bi-
cycle movement and designs the corresponding adaptation evaluation function. 

Firstly, R1 is defined as the proportion factor of the number of existing ve-
hicles at each drop-off point, R2 is the proportion factor of the daily traffic at 
each drop-off point, and the relationship between the two is shown in formula 4. 

1 2 1R R+ =                              (4) 

Define R3 as the weighted sum of existing vehicles and the current day’s traffic 
at each drop-off point, as shown in Equation (5). 

( )3 1 2
1

* * _
n

i i
i

R R Num R Num by
=

= +∑                  (5) 

The optimal number of bikes to be stored at each drop-off point is calculated 
dynamically, and the optimal number of bikes to be stored for each chromosome 
Xi is shown in Equation (6). Total_num is the total number of bicycles placed in 
the market. 

( ) ( )2 1 3* _ * * _i i iBest X R Num by R Num R Total num= +        (6) 

We use the variance between the optimal number of bikes placed and the 
daily existing bikes to account for the reasonableness of the current scheduling 
scheme. Define the scheduling variance for each chromosome Xi as shown in 
Equation (7). 

( ) ( )( ) ( )( )( )
1

*
n

i i ii i
i

D X Best X Num Best X Num
=

= − −∑         (7) 

For the convenience of solving problems, we translate the minimization prob-
lem into the maximization problem. For a single chromosome X, the fitness 
formula is designed as follows: 
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( ) ( )Fitness X W D X= −                       (8) 

The whole process of chromosome fitness evaluation is to observe the popula-
tion to obtain the binary code and get two real hyperparameters R1 and R2, by 
decoding the binary code, then calculate the optimal number of bicycles to be 
stored at each drop-off point, and the variance between the optimal number of 
bicycles to be dropped off and the daily existing bicycle workshop, and finally 
return the fitness value of chromosome. The hyperparameters R1 and R2 are used 
as the hyperparameters to be optimized, and an adaptive quantum genetic algo-
rithm completes the value optimization. The whole process of the fitness evalua-
tion function is shown in Figure 2. 
 

 
Figure 2. Fitness assessment function flow chart. 
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3.4. Coding Design 

In this paper, we use binary actual number coding, with 10 bits of binary coding 
for each chromosome, representing the number range from 0.0009765625 to 
0.9990234375, and its schematic diagram is shown in Figure 3. 

3.5. Calculation Scheme of Bicycle Scheduling 

In operations research, directed graphs are called networks. In graph theory, a 
network flow is a directed graph distribution flow in which each edge has a ca-
pacity (Capacity) so that the flow of an edge does not exceed its capacity. The 
vertices are called nodes, and the edges are called Arcs. A flow must conform to 
the same restrictions as the flow in and out of a node, except for the source and 
sink. To calculate how to allocate the daily available bicycle scheduling to the 
best situation, build the network as shown in the figure, first the source point, 
for each. The minimum cost maximum flow class Dinic algorithm is run to cal-
culate the minimum scheduling cost, and the scheduling scheme is output by 
traversing the residual network with a depth-first search. 

The existing number of bikes at each drop-off point and the optimal number 
of dropped bikes can determine whether the bikes at that drop-off point should 
move in or move out. If the number of Num_shift is greater than 0, the point 
will be moved in, and if it is less than 0, the point will be moved out, as shown in 
the formula. 

_ i i iNum shift Best Num= −                       (9) 

In this paper, the cost flow model is shown in Figure 4 is the source point, T 
is the sink point, N outflow points P1-PN and M inflow points C1-CN are 
created, and an arc with the capacity of the number of vehicles moved out from 
the outflow point, and the cost of 0 is added from S to the N outflow points. 
Then, we add an arc with the capacity of Total_num, and the cost of the distance 
between two points from the N outgoing points to the M incoming points in 
turn, and add the reverse arc, and calculate the sum of all flows into each out-
going point. Finally, an arc with the capacity of Total_num and cost of 0 is 
created from the M migration points to the sink T in turn. 

4. Simulations and Analysis 

In order to verify the effectiveness of the algorithm, this paper compares GA, 
QGA, and AM-QGA and carries out the following experiments. 

The software and hardware environment used in the experiment is: CPU: In-
tel(R) Core(TM) i7-6200U CPU4 core 2.30 GHz; memory: 8G; Windows10; Co-
deblocks 16.0; GCC 5.4.0. 
 

 
Figure 3. Chromosome binary actual number encoding. 
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The data of this experiment uses the 2018 Mobiles travel dataset in Beijing. In 
the experiments of this paper, the population size of GA, QGA and AM-QGA 
algorithms is 50, and the number of termination generations is 1200. 

From the data in Figure 5, we can find that the AM-QGA algorithm with the 
adaptive mechanism has the fastest convergence speed and the best global search 
ability and anti-premature ability. The final transport convergence cost of the 
AM-QGA algorithm is only 1/15th that of the GA algorithm and 1/9th that of 
the QGA algorithm. The convergence performance of QGA is second only to  
 

 
Figure 4. Fitness assessment function flow chart. 
 

 
Figure 5. Evolution result graph. 
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AM-QGA, while the convergence performance and anti-local searchability of 
GA are the worst. Since AM-QGA adopts an adaptive adjustment mechanism, 
the search efficiency of the algorithm is greatly improved, and AM-QGA does 
not easily fall into local optimum, and it is the best among the three algorithms. 
Since QGA adopts quantum bit encoding and population diversity is better than 
a genetic algorithm, its algorithm performance is better than the GA algorithm. 
From the overall view of the figure, all three algorithms gradually converge with 
the increase of generations, thus proving that the population evaluation algo-
rithm proposed in this paper using the network flow bicycle scheduling algo-
rithm is effective. Overall, AM-QGA did not fall into the optimal local solution 
as QGA and GA did during the experiment, probably because the algorithm can 
still maintain the diversity of the population well in the later stages of the search. 
It can be concluded that the AM-QGA algorithm has better stability and better 
global convergence performance after fully considering the distribution of indi-
viduals in the population and adjusting the mutation probability. 

5. Conclusion 

As a new and efficient way to solve the last mile problem, bicycle sharing is con-
venient, economical, green, and flexible. The advantages of being fast and flexi-
ble in the short and medium distance range can make up for the shortage of res-
idents’ walking trips and fill the gap in the coverage of public transport trips, 
thus improving the efficiency of residents’ end trips. The main reason is that op-
erators lack a reasonable deployment plan, and the bicycle deployment system is 
outdated and inefficient. The main reason is that operators do not have a rea-
sonable deployment plan, and the bicycle deployment system is outdated and 
inefficient. In this paper, we use the bicycle traffic as the reference basis to estab-
lish a bicycle deployment quantity calculation model and apply the adaptive 
quantum genetic algorithm to optimize the parameters of the calculation model 
and use the Dinic network flow algorithm to calculate the best bicycle-sharing 
scheduling allocation scheme. After experiments, it is shown that the algorithm 
can steadily find out the convergent solution of the allocation scheme and achieve 
good results. Considering that the algorithm does not incorporate the influence 
of the dispatching cost factor, the algorithm model can be improved by combin-
ing the dispatching cost in the future. 
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